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Research Mission Statement  

 

By twelfth grade, Garden City High School students will be able to independently design 

and research a topic and create a well-crafted research paper with a standard works cited 

page. It is with this goal in mind, that a 6-12 research curriculum has been designed.  In 

each grade students will have the opportunity to engage in formal research and produce an 

original piece of work.  The research process will be taught incrementally; at each grade 

level students will further develop their research skills.  This research guide is intended to 

help guide students through the research process. 
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Questions to Consider: 

o What does masterful research look like? 

o How does research based learning promote critical thinking? 

 



 

 

Many students experience a feeling of dread when a teacher announces an upcoming 

research assignment.  Much of the apprehension and concern about research assignments 

can be overcome if you understand what is expected before beginning the research 

process.  

 

During the first step of the research process, it is important that you carefully read the 

assignment, identify the components of the assignment and read the due dates of each 

component.  Each teacher has his/her own style with regard to creating assignments and 

writing directions; be sure to ask for more information on any part of the assignment that 

is confusing.   

 

Conducting research can be rewarding if you approach the task with an open mind and 

are willing to ask for guidance.  

 

 

STEP 1: Understand the Assignment 
 

TASKS:   
 Read the assignment 

 Identify the components of the assignment 

 Review the due dates for each component 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o What are you expected to accomplish? 

o How can the research experience be a rewarding experience? 

 



 

 

 

 

The goal of the preliminary search is to help you identify potential research topics of 

interest.  The amount of information available online can be overwhelming and finding 

useful, reliable sources can be a challenge. The best way to avoid information overload is 

to plan your search by consulting your librarians and teachers about the sources that will 

directly aid you in the research process.   

 

While the internet can be a useful tool, there are other resources available that will 

provide good, solid, reliable information.  Librarians will help you access relevant 

information via databases and other reference materials.  Garden City High School’s 

library databases are internet-based and therefore accessible from remote locations.  

Research can be conducted 24/7! 

  

 

STEP 2:  THE PRELIMINARY SEARCH 
 

TASKS:   

 Utilize the library to peruse materials and explore potential research topics 

 Really think about possible topics that interest you  

 

Questions to Consider: 

o What do you hope to gain/learn from your research? 

o What resources will be valuable to you in your research? 

 



 

 

One of the problems many students encounter when beginning a research assignment is 

that they choose a topic that is too broad.  A topic that is too broad in scope generally 

translates into an overwhelming research experience.  

 

Although beginning with a broad topic provides a launching point for your research, 

during this step you must narrow the topic and subject.  At this stage, you should consult 

your teacher and/or librarian for some tips and strategies to narrow the topic’s scope.  

 

The “Research Conference Form” found in this section of the guide is a useful tool for 

you to use during this step in the process.  

 

 

Step 3: Select and Narrow Your Topic/Subject 
 

TASKS:   
 Discuss your research topic with your teacher and/or librarian to help narrow your topic 

 Ask clarifying questions to focus your research 

 Complete and turn in the research conference form 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o What makes your research meaningful or important? What inspires you? 

o What do you hope to gain from your research? 

 



 

 

 

During this step in the process, you need to begin a serious search for materials to support 

your refined topic.  Your teacher and librarians are available to help in the search for 

materials. 

 

Authoritative sources such as encyclopedias, books and online databases provide a good 

starting place for your research. Many encyclopedias have been converted to a digital 

format and are easily accessed online at any time. Be sure to search magazines, 

newspapers and other periodicals for additional articles and up-to-date information to 

help you better understand your topic.  The Garden City High School Library subscribes 

to a number of databases that have links to relevant magazine and newspaper articles.  

 

Consider expanding your search by reaching out to someone who works in the field or is 

an expert on the topic you are researching.  Your teacher and/or librarian may be able to 

help you identify and contact experts in the field.  

 

 

 

Step 4: Begin to research your topic 
 

TASKS:   
 Read and compile resources on your chosen topic 

 Consult with the librarian for appropriate research materials 

 Evaluate your sources 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o How will technology enhance your research? 

o How do we know what we know? What is the evidence and how reliable is it? 

 



 

 

 

This is a key step in the research process; you must temporarily stop gathering materials 

in order to examine the information collected to draft a preliminary thesis.   

 

Some questions to consider as you draft your preliminary thesis are: What do you really 

want to know about your chosen topic?  Why does this topic interest you? Did your 

search for materials raise any questions or uncover avenues you would like to investigate 

further? 

 

Your teacher and/or librarian can help you formulate the questions that will enable you to 

draft a preliminary thesis to guide your research.   

 

Step 4: Begin to Research your topic 

 

TASKS:   
 Read and compile resources on your chosen topic 

 Consult with the librarian for appropriate research materials 

 Evaluate your sources 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o What makes a good research question? 

o What makes writing worth reading? 

 

 

Step 5: Formulate the question you will research and write a preliminary 

thesis statement 

TASKS:   
 Create the question  that you want to answer 

 Write a preliminary thesis that will guide you in your research 

 Share your thesis with your teacher and/or librarian 

 



 

 

There comes a point during the research process when you must begin to organize and 

assess the quality of the information you have gathered.  Once you write a thesis 

statement, stop to review the information you have gathered and record it on note cards. 

Note cards are crucial as they help capture information relevant to your research and 

serve as an organizational tool to easily access information.  

 

In the 21
st
 Century, access to digital information can be overwhelming. Misinformation is 

a serious problem; beware of the online sources you consult -- anybody can author and 

self-publish a piece on the World Wide Web.  Your teacher and/or librarians will help 

you develop the skills necessary to evaluate the relevance of and the bias in the sources 

gathered.   

 

As you assess the quality of your sources, create note cards that highlight the important 

information gathered from your sources. Be sure to accurately quote, paraphrase and 

summarize information; include bibliographic information on your note cards to help 

prevent plagiarism.    

Questions to Consider: 

o To what extent does the data you collected provide insight into your research topic? 

o Does the information you gathered from your research have a relevant connection to 

your thesis? 

o How reliable is the evidence you have collected? 

o What methods can you use to organize research materials? 

o Have you properly paraphrased, quoted and/or summarized information so as to 

avoid plagiarism? 

 

 

Step 6: Gather research materials and create note cards with 

bibliographic information 

TASKS:   
 Consult a variety of sources  

 Evaluate your sources  

 Create note cards that capture the information relevant to your research 

 Properly cite, paraphrase and quote information to avoid plagiarism 

 Record bibliographic information on note cards (you will need this information for citation 

purposes) 

 



 

 

 

Your thesis statement should be clear and specific; it is the unifying focal point of the 

paper. Work with your teacher to revise your thesis to ensure that it is a concise statement 

that dictates the flow of your research.   

 

As you reflect on the first six steps of this process, you should find that your current 

thesis statement is much narrower than the broad topic you began with weeks ago.  Your 

position on the topic may have changed with the discovery and exploration of new ideas.  

A new, refined thesis statement should reflect this growth and may require additional 

research.  

 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o What makes your research meaningful or important to you? What inspires you? 

o What makes writing worth reading? 

 

 

Step 7: Refine your thesis statement 

 

TASKS:   
 Work with your teacher to refine your thesis statement 

 Discuss potential avenues to further your research.   

 



 

 

 

At this point in the research process you will have gathered nearly all of the information 

that is necessary to complete the research assignment.  Organizing note cards requires 

you to synthesize, analyze and evaluate the information gathered. 

 

An easy way to begin is to organize your note cards into different categories.  Examining 

these categories will enable you to see themes that have emerged from your research.  

These themes provide the framework for the outline of your paper. 

 

At this stage of the process, you must evaluate your note cards to weed out the 

information that is no longer relevant to your thesis. Discard the note cards that do not 

directly relate to the refined thesis statement.  This sorting and sifting of note 

cards/information is a critical step in the research process.   

 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o How can you categorize your note cards to assess the relevance of the information 

gathered? 

o How can you organize your note cards so that you can easily retrieve the 

information? 

o To what extent does the research (facts/data) you collected support your thesis? 

o Is there sufficient information to support your thesis? 

 

 

Step 8: Organize Note Cards 
 

TASKS:   
 Categorize your note cards so that similar themes are grouped together 

 Organize information in each theme logically 

 Eliminate irrelevant source cards  

 



 

 

Much like a roadmap, the topical outline is the direction your paper will follow. An 

outline ensures that you will include the key themes you identified when sorting note 

cards and the details that support those themes. 

 

Thesis Statement: _______________________________________________________ 

  

  An outline consists of three parts: 

 

I. The Introduction   

A. Includes relevant background information 

B. Explains why you are writing your paper 

 

II. The Body 

A. Develops your ideas/themes  

B. Provides facts and details to support your thesis  

     III.      The Conclusion 

     A. Summarizes your arguments 

     B. Refers back to points that support your argument 

     C. Presents a strong closing statement 

Questions to Consider: 

o How will your research findings be presented? 

o To what extent does the research (the facts/data) support your thesis? 

 

 

Step 9: Develop an outline 
 

TASKS:   
 Create a topical outline that will serve as the framework for your final paper 

 Ensure all components are connected to your thesis 

 

 



 

 

 

Your research culminates in the writing of your research paper.  Your paper should: 

engage the reader; logically present important information and ideas; establish a unique 

and fresh perspective on your topic.  Use your outline to keep your writing on target.   

 

Be sure to quote, paraphrase and summarize your information accurately and give credit 

to your sources.  MLA format requires the use of parenthetical references for in-text 

citations and a complete Works Cited page.  

 

As you write your paper, consult your classroom or Writing Center teacher to help you 

evaluate the effectiveness of your arguments and the mechanics of your writing.   

 

  

 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o How can information be integrated to produce new knowledge and fresh insights 

into your topic? 

o How does your research broaden the understanding of your topic? 

o What makes writing worth reading? 

 

 

Step 10: Write a draft of the paper 
 

TASKS:   
 Using your outline, write a draft of your paper 

 Consult with your teacher and/or the Writing Center during the process 

 Accurately paraphrase, quote and summarize the information you researched 

 Use parenthetical citations for your sources  

 



 

 

  

Published research undergoes several rounds of edits and revisions; so too, should your 

paper.  

 

During the revision process of your paper, be sure to consult your classroom or Writing 

Center teacher.  While your work may not be published, it is important to remember that 

your teacher and class are the audience for your work.  Your final product should be 

well-written and well-researched in order to engage your audience. 

 

In the publishing world, plagiarism, intended or unintended, is dangerous and tarnishes 

the reputation of a writer.   In the classroom, plagiarism results in a failing grade; you 

must be rigorous in citing your sources. 

 

  

 

Questions to Consider: 

o To what extent has the research produced fresh insights into your topic? 

o Why is it essential to credit the ideas of other researchers? 

o What makes writing worth reading? 

 

 

Step 11: Revise and rewrite the final paper including Works Cited page 
 

TASKS:   
 Revise your paper based on teacher feedback 

 Visit the Writing Center for support 

 Create a Works Cited page that follows either MLA or APA format 

 Proofread your paper for accuracy, punctuation, spelling, continuity and grammar  

 Submit your research paper via Turnitin.com        

 



 

 

At last, your paper is finished!  It is now time to present your work.   

 

Follow the presentation guidelines established by your teacher.  Remember, it is your 

goal to win over the audience (or at least convince them to consider your point of view).   

 

The following techniques will help you engage your audience effectively:  

 

1. Clearly present your thesis. 

2. Create notes to ensure your presentation has a smooth flow. 

3. Make eye contact and speak directly to your audience—do not simply read 

from your note cards! 

4. Emphasize your major points or arguments. 

5. Stay within the allotted time frame. 

6. Present a strong conclusion. 

7. Practice.  Practice promotes confidence. 

 

 

Step 12: Class presentation 
 

TASKS:   
  Decide the format for your presentation 

  Extrapolate key findings from your research to share with your audience 

 Speak audibly, clearly and effectively 

 Anticipate questions from your audience 

 

Questions to Consider: 

o How can research findings be presented? 

o What can we learn from the research of our peers? 

o What questions are raised by the research of others?  

o To what extent, and in what ways, has this research experience been a rewarding 

experience? 

 


